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TOMCC is a member
club of WATOC

YOU CAN HELP
NZ Motorcycle Show,
Auckland
24-25 November 2018
For as long as anyone can remember
TOMCC NZ Auckland have been
organising, attending and displaying
members’ Triumph motorcycles,
and along with members from
Waikato, Bay of Plenty, Franklin
and Northland, they have put on
spectacular displays.
Particularly with this year being the
25th anniversary of TOMCC NZ, it is
important that we help our Auckland
Chapter to continue this proud
tradition. Glen Mills has put out the
call for your help to achieve this.

So, people, it is Show Time!
Please contact Glenn Mills
with your offer of help.
Phone 09 627 7420 or 021 032 9920.
Email wokkey@hotmail.com

TOMCC NZ Inc MEMBERSHIP RENEWAL
Your membership renewal is due on 1 July 2018. Please send your $25 membership renewal
fee to: TOMCC NZ Membership Secretary, PO Box 5035, Wanganui 4542, New Zealand
Or pay online to: 02-0792-0060254-00 TOMCC NZ Membership Account.
Overseas members please send an International Money Order.

Silver Jubilee badge
is with your membership renewal
In the March issue of Triumph Times there was a notice to the effect that your
Silver Jubilee cloth badge would be included in this issue of the newsletter. Due to
difﬁculties in achieving this your free badge will now be included with your new membership card for the 2018/19 membership year. As such it is important that you get your
membership renewal to our membership secretary as soon as possible.
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Northland ANZAC Day Ride 2018
A Glorious day in the North one would
think it’s still summer. Time again for
the Far North Ulysses Ambulance Run,
this year heading for the Dargaville
Ambo Station.
Checked over the Bonnie, pushed
her out of the shed and the bloody
battery’s ﬂat! No worries, back in the
shed and out with the old Guzzi. Quick
check and by 10.15am “Gypsy” & Worz
were heading for Burger King arriving
to heaps of bikes and riders all over
the place getting ready for the pre-ride
brieﬁng by “Nick-OFF”.
“I think I can ﬁnd Dargaville” thinks
I, so off to take some pics. 10.45am or so
we are off, got stuck behind a few slower
riders on Maunu Hill told “Gypsy” to go
for it and I went along for the ride. A ride
over with just a sprinkling of a shower,
ﬁnally catching up to Moony and Liz on
their Evo Guzzi and the two Italian ladies
had a high speed into the city limits.
The next couple of hours were spent
catching up and enjoying a yummy $10
lunch provided by St John then it was
time for the rafﬂe draws and cheque
presentation. $1500 plus the lunch
takings is a great boost to the Station.
As people started to head off TOMCC
NZ members decided to go around the
loop so Ross (T-Bird), Don (T-Bird),
Moony (Guzzi), Worz (Guzzi) and Tim
(Suzi) headed for the Paparoa Pub (better
be bloody open).
Some Ulyssians turned off at
Matakohe and we arrived at 1.05pm as
well as a large group of Hot Rod people
from down South. They were all ordering
a meal so it took a while to get to the bar,
I think my $10 had devalued to $4 by the
time I got a drink. A pleasant time was
had over a beer then off again heading for
the Kamo Club via the old Paparoa Road.
About 10kms down the road Don’s
T-Bird got a rear ﬂat way out in the
middle of nowhere with no phone
service. So after a bit of a chat Worz
decided to ride home, pick up Barb and
the trailer, ramps etc. and go back to pick
up the bike and the old fart. Ross made
it clear he wasn’t doubling him home
(that’s not very brotherly).
To cut a long story short, bike and
rider home safely around 5pm, bike
staying at my place awaiting new tyre on
Thursday morning.
Another great day with great company.
Thanks to the Hikurangi Riders,
TOMCC NZ, Ulysses Auckland and
Ulysses North Harbour for supporting
the ride and thanks to Tim for helping
me take all the shit off the trailer so we
could get the bike on. Thanks also to
Mike Pullen and members of the Ruawai
Riders who stopped to see if all was ok.
Worzel
TOMCC NZ, Northland
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Coming back to life – Steve’s latest project

As many of you will know, one of our long-serving and
mechanically talented members, Steve Bevington, has had a
lifetime’s experience of working on Triumphs.
He is currently in the ﬁnal phase of completing the restoration
of a 1963 5TA Speed Twin for a friend for whom the bike ﬁgures
importantly in his family history.
Steve describes the project as a real a basket case, having
arrived in a wheel barrow of parts and a couple of cardboard
boxes, and being his most challenging build yet! Every single
part was wrong, broken or just not there. But in his own words
there was: “Much time spent chasing parts here in NZ, UK and
Australia. It’s ﬁnally starting to come together. Cost you really
don’t wont to know (heaps). Hours, again you don’t want to know
(hundreds). But the end result will be stunning! My friend is rapt
and considerably poorer, but he has family history with the bike so
the cost is irrelevant”.
Well done Steve, we look forward to seeing a photo of the end
result.

I’m sure readers will join us in
congratulating two of our prominent
members who recently celebrated
their marriage with a Steampunk
themed wedding.
Melissa Todd is our hardworking membership secretary
and Barry Shipp our equally
diligent Manawatu Area
Co-ordinator.
Congratulations to you
both from TOMCC
NZ and all our
members, wishing
you many happy
years of riding
together
through life.
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Photos for this issue of Triumph
Times kindly supplied by Worzel,
Sonya McIntyre, Steve Bevington
and John Witherington.

CORRECTION

In the March issue of Triumph Times on page 4
I wrote that Wayne Woodward had been Club
President for two years. In fact he held this
position for three years. I apologise for this error.
Editor
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Since the change of Rule 16 B, you now only
need 5 members to establish yourselves as a
formal Chapter within the club.
If you have 5 or more members in your part
of the country how about creating your own
Chapter.
You vote in one of you as an Area Co-ordinator
and let the rest of us know that you have done
so. The national committee will be happy to
help you set things up.

2019 Watoc Rally/TOMCC NZ 25th Rally

Help needed with sponsorship
If you know of any person, or business, who might be
interested in offering sponsorship for the 2019 rally would
you please ask them to contact me. The sponsorship
could include: products, vouchers for products, discount
vouchers for product or any other items that would be
appropriate.
Merchandise for sale at the rally
At the rally we will have for sale: Tee’s and V neck
Tee’s, Unisex Polos and Cloth Badges. These items will
commemorate the 2019 WATOC Rally & our 25th Rally.
If you have any ideas of other merchandise that we could
have for sale please contact me.
Keep in mind that Items well need to be reasonably
priced and able to be carried easily on a bike (many
people will have limited space to carry things) and
should be practical or useful.
If you are able to help with sponsorship or merchandise
please contact me.
John Milligan Phone: (03)339 6430 Email:
jandwkmilligan@gmail.com

World Assoc of Triumph Owners Clubs

2017 WATOC Challenge results
Rider/
Passenger

Name

Club

Events

ލ03 Bonnie/T140

6
5
9
9
6
7

6090
4646
4220
4220
4128
3667

ލ03 Bonnie/T140
Speed Triple
ލ14 Thunderbird
ލ14 Thunderbird
ލ94 Speed Triple
ލ03Tލbird/ލ09Bonnie
Bonnie T100
ލ95 Trophy 1200
ލ17 T120 Bonnie
ލ15 Tiger Xcx
ލ09 Bonnie ouﬁt
ލ16 T120 Bonnie
Norton Commando
ލ11 Thruxton

6
4
4
4
7
4
4
5
5
5
3
3
4
3

3568
3480
3388
3388
2543
2381
2332
2154
1825
1740
1525
1525
1325
1230

ލ00 Trophy 1200

3
5
5
4

1230
952
572
400

1

Geoff Walton

Rider

TOMCC NZ

ލ04 Sprint

2
3
4
5
6
7

Manfred Gross
Eva Nilsson
Mats “Otto” Nilsson
Dave Thompson
Dayve Fresco
Denise Fresco

Rider
Pas’ger
Rider
Rider
Rider
Pas’ger

TMOC D
TOMCC S
TOMCC S
TOMCC UK
TOMCC UK
TOMCC UK

ލ99 Trophy 1200

8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21

Paul Jessop
Lucy Tennen
Garry Perkins
Erik Hundsdahl
Ken Spall
John Witherington
Jesper Hegård
Phil Loom
Kenth-Olof Sjölin
Nel vd Broek
Kees Stappershoef
Dan Christoffersen
Åsa Runzel
Geir Morten Lystad

Rider
Pas’ger
Rider
Rider
Rider
Rider
Rider
Rider
Rider
Rider
Rider
Rider
Rider
Rider

TOMCC UK
TOMCC UK
TOMCC UK
TMCOC DK
TOMCC NZ
TOMCC NZ
TMCOC DK
TOMCC UK
TOMCC S
TOCN
TOCN
TMCOC DK
TOMCC S
TOMCC S

Rider
Rider
Rider

TOMCC UK
TMCOC DK
TMCOC DK

22 Jim McKie
23 Palle Munk
24 Birthe Munk

Distance
(km)

Bike(s)

ލ06 Rocket III
ލ06 Rocket III

Too many

Bonneville SE
Thruxton/Sprint
ލ02 Bonneville

For further information about WATOC or the WATOC Challenge
contact Ken Spall, phone 03 489 1740 email spall@callsouth.net.nz

The Members and Committee
of TOMCC NZ Inc welcome the
following new members to our club
Gary Russell
Richard Keane
Roy Maddox
Mike Greig
Doug Cook
Paul Hawkless
Ian Sime

Dunedin
Dunedin
England
Foxton
Marton
Thames
Napier

Leanne Holden
Barbara Spicer
John Harrison
Shaun Hansen
Greg Morgan
Justin Bryce

Stratford
Papakura
Whangarei
Papamoa
Beach
Huntly
Auckland

On-line registration is now open for this event using this link:
https://www.eventbrite.co.nz/e/2019-watoc-rally-of-the-year-new-zealand-tickets-36084874832
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A Favourite Ride, State Highway 87,
Outram to Middlemarch
As keen Triumph riders I’m sure we all have
our favourite rides in the area that we live
in. Be it a weekend away ride, a long day
ride or, as in my case, just an hour or so of
exhileration that I never grow tired of. SH87
from Outram to Middlemarch is just one such
road.
Going through Outram one passes the
Wobbly Goat cafe – excellent coffee and
nibbles and always a popular stop for bikers of
both the motorised and human powered kind.
A sharp right-hander heading out and the road
soon starts its climb up the northern slope of
the Mangatua Range, past the cemetery, then
loops and dips, but always climbing before
breaking out into the “big sky” and the start
of the hill tops that separate the Taieri Plains
from the Strath Taieri.
Its not too long before the road thunders
down towards the Lee Stream bridge with
its wonderful fast left-hand sweeping bend
which then powers back up the other side. It’s
the sort of corner where a rider is tempted to
turn around and do it again, and again, just for
the hell of it and it’s just as good coming from
the other direction.
A series of delightful 85kmh corners
(easily negotiable at higher speeds) brings
the road past the Lee Stream school and
onwards to the Clarks Junction pub, a
popular watering hole with the local farming
community. A couple of bends further on
takes the road past the Mount Gowrie station
and homestead which at this point is about
the highest elevation in this area with very
regular snowfalls during the winter.
A fast left and right and the road then dives
down with a bit of a zig-zag wiggle towards
the tight right-hander over the Deep Stream
bridge. After riding a number of fast corners
up till now, care is needed here, it would be
easy to come unstuck on this one.
After a bit more of a zig-zag wiggle going
up the other side and over the hills and away,
one of the very few reasonably long straights

comes into view. Ok, its a gentle downhill
stretch but its just aches for the bike to be
really given its head and a ton or more can be
safely achieved.
The sparse trafﬁc on SH87 helps to make
for a wonderful ride and safe high speeds, but
always bearing in mind that the unexpected
can happen no matter how quiet the road –
care needed!
Slowly dropping down from the higher
elevation reveals the wide expanse of the
Strath Taieri with the distant peaks of the
Rock and Pillar Range directly across the
valley. All around the peculiar rock formations
dominate like some wierd moonscape or a
sight reminiscent of a scene from the Lord of
the Rings.
A short stretch of ﬂat approaches the
sharp right-hander crossing the Taieri Gorge
railway line at the tiny settlement of Sutton.
There is a gravel road off to the left which
after a couple of kms bring one to Lake
Sutton. Nestled among the schist rock it is
New Zealand’s only inland salt water lake.
Now well onto the valley ﬂoor of the Strath
Taieri, along a couple of long straights (always
good for riding side by side with a mate)
and we are very soon into the small Otago
community of Middlemarch.
I can thoroughly recommend the Kissing
Gate cafe on the right just as you enter the
village. They always do a superb lunch in
delightful surroundings. Then it is back
up the road to do the trip in reverse, or, if
time allows, continue through Middlemarch
for another great ride, but that’s a story for
another day.
So this was my pick for a great ride – so
let’s hear about your favourite ride. I’m sure
many of our members would love to hear
about your recommendation for a good ride
on their Triumph. Please send your story to
the contact details on the back page.
Ken Spall
TOMCC NZ Otago Southland

COMMENT FROM THE PRESIDENT
We have a national TOMCC NZ Facebook page and national TOMCC NZ newsletter.
The Facebook page was set up by Darryl Payne the founder of TOMCC NZ for the
purpose of showing members and people outside of this club what we do in the way
of events, runs etc and represents ALL Areas / Chapters of TOMCC NZ as a National
Club.
As such our Facebook page is our only current form of communication to the
outside world. the Triumph Times newsletter goes out to members only.
Both of these – the Triumph Times and Facebook not only rely on the Area / Chapter
coordinators providing information on up-coming events but you the members being
able to contribute and participate in the objectives of the club and provide photos and
information about rides and events.
If you are happy to sit back and read the newsletter or view the page ﬁne but spare
a thought to where the articles are coming from and that’s you, the members.
So please contribute and participate by sending us photos, information etc. Without
contributions you won’t have a newsletter or Facebook page to speak of.
Send it direct to both Ken or myself or as a member you can ask your Area / Chapter
to arrange. So let us please have more contributions from you.
John Witherington
President, TOMCC NZ
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Membership Secretary
Duties
In the March issue of Triumph Times our
President gave a brief comment on the
duties of our club’s Area Co-ordinator and
the importance of keeping in touch with
each other – We hope you did read this and
take on board the concerns expressed. This
time Melissa will explain the duties of a hard
working Membership Secretary.

Hi All, I have been asked to give you an
overview of what this role entails. This is not
so I can get a pat on the back but to provide
an insight into the time and duties which are
required to be performed, so the background
housekeeping is up to date for the Editor and
Area Co-ordinators to best perform their
roles also.
As you are aware we have a National PO
Box located in Wanganui. I check the box at
a minimum weekly. From mid June to Mid
August this is checked 3 times a week due to
the National Annual renewal date of July.
We have online banking facilities now, so
I can print out the banking transactions, and
when required match these to the posted
renewal or new member applications. This
process also happens weekly, but during the
same period as the PO Box collections I end
up on the computer most nights when the
renewal month looms.
I send Ken our newsletter editor an up-todate membership database around the print
time of the newsletter, I also send Ken the
New Members List at the same time.
John, our Regalia Ofﬁcer provides me with
the cloth badges and stickers I need to put in
the new member packs.
I send Sandy, our Treasurer any invoices
that come either by post or computer, and coauthorise these bank payments with Sandy.
I am involved with the collection of
nominations and votes for our Annual Voting
of Executive Ofﬁcers declared at our Rally
AGM. I have previously created the pre-agm
and AGM agenda’s and taken notes when
available.
Quarterly or as required, I send to the coordinators an updated area list, this is vital for
us all to maintain regular contact.
Presently I am also doing updates on the
website, all self taught, so please get in touch
if there is something you would like to see or
added to the site. As I have said, I am by no
means a professional at this, but will give it
a whirl.
If you move or change any contact details
Please email me at tomccnatsec@gmail.com
or post PO Box 5035 Wanganui or ring/text
021 843564 so the database can be updated.
Don’t forget to include your membership
number, there are over 400 members now,
and it can be difﬁcult to maintain an accurate
database with limited info.
Regards to all, Keep it upright, and don’t
forget “All the gear – All the time”
Cheers, Melissa
Membership Secretary
TOMCC NZ

TOMCC NZ Christchurch Chapter 2018 Overnighter

The Canterbury Chapter’s annual overnighter was once again
well attended by many of its enthusiastic local members. Held in
April each year, the event was this time at the Ataahua Domain
on the Christchurch-Akaroa Highway.
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TOMCC NZ always welcome
at accommodation in Marlborough
As usual, Lionel and I enjoyed receiving and
reading the latest issue (March 2018) of the
Triumph Times. Thanks to all those who
participated in making it happen.
We were very disappointed though to
learn that Ken Spall and John Witherington
struggled to ﬁnd accommodation at late
notice in the small port town of Picton, on
their return down south from the TOMCC
NZ National Rally.
It’s not unusual as it’s a seasonal town
with limited resources. Luckily the guys
found tent sites, albeit very noisy ones, at one
of the motor camps situated near the railway
line and main road.
I well remember a time in my early
twenties when my mates and I had fun trying
to pitch a tent at another motor camp a little
bit worse for wear, then collapsing blissfully
into it soon after. It’s in a beautiful spot in
the Esson’s Valley up the back of the town
- popular in summer as there’s an attractive
stream running through it. We woke in
the wee small hours in full panic mode, an
almighty thundering noise right next to the
tent, (or so it seemed), only to discover it
was the damn freight train rocketing past the
campsite on the viaduct right above us.
If only we had known of Ken and John’s
predicament at the other noisy camp, we’d
gladly have given them a more comfortable
and deﬁnitely far more peaceful alternative at
our place.
Lionel and I live not too far away on Queen
Charlotte Drive. This popular tourist route
starts at the west end where SH6 and the
road to Nelson intersect in the quaint port
village of Havelock. It’s the gateway to the
Pelorus Sound and self-proclaimed greenlip
mussel capital.
From there, it takes only a couple of
minutes to enter the scenic route and climb
up to the lookout at Cullen Point. Great photo
opportunity of the Mahau Sound that stretches
up to the narrow piece of land separating the
Mahau, Kenenpuru and Pelorus Sounds from
the Queen Charlotte on the east side. From
here, the road narrows and drops down and
around some great sweeps and tight bends
for the next 10 minutes before you reach
our place overlooking the western end of
the Mahakipawa Arm. One minute (or six
sweeps) later and you hit the Linkwater
straight where you get to ride upright for
about 6kms.
The small dairy valley of Linkwater has
a characterful pub and a Challenge garage
1 minute’s ride past our place. Queen
Charlotte Drive then twists and winds like a
contorted snake (bike heaven) through The
Grove, Momorangi Bay and Ngakuta Bay,
all sprinkled with a mix of traditional Kiwi
baches and more substantial holiday homes.
The scenic route emerges on the eastern
end at Picton 29 minutes/24 kms later. As
picturesque riding goes its not long enough,
but that’s an advantage if you are about to
catch one of the ferries, which have access

lanes off to the left just as you wind past the
ferry terminal lookout and come down off the
hill on the edge of the town.
Seeing the shortage of rider-dedicated
accommodation in this popular tourist/ferrycrossing area, Lionel and I are in the stages
of getting plans drawn up for building a
motorcyclist-dedicated studio unit on our
lifestyle block.
We are gearing it towards being able to
ride right into the unit and close a sliding barn
door behind you to keep bikes secure and dry,
hang or shelve leathers, boots, helmet etc
in bespoke cupboards, then step down into
the self-contained studio with glass frontage
overlooking lawn, sea and our wee pocket
of native forest that missed being logged by
the settlers. We will be offering all current
TOMCC NZ members a discount. We’ll keep
you informed.
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Meanwhile, should any members ﬁnd
themselves looking for a bed or tent site at
late notice, as Ken and John did, then please
do contact us (details below) and we’ll do
our best to help you out. We’ve plenty of
grassy areas in 3 small paddocks (mowed not
grazed), suitable for tents or self-contained
campervans, with water on tap.
We also have a spare Queen guest room
in the house, plus a pull-out sofa bed in a
single room. You’d have sole use of the family
bathroom. As a goodwill gesture and to cover
any costs we would happily accept koha/
donation or contribution. We may even be
persuaded to cook a meal for you if you didn’t
fancy the pub grub down the road.
Even if you are just riding past and feel the
need for a free tea or coffee ﬁx, we’d love to
have members call in and have a chat.
To get directions to our place (Seabarns)
phone, text, or email us in the Marlborough
Sounds.
Lionel Roberts: 027 5742615
Barb Allen:
027 5742614
Email:
seabarns66@gmail.com

If undelivered, please return to 7 Glasgow St, Mosgiel, Otago, 9024 New Zealand

The Triumph Owners Motor Cycle Club New Zealand Inc.

TRIUMPH BONNEVILLE
60TH BIRTHDAY
Join TOMCCNZ Inc, Canterbury Area,
and First European Motorcycles in celebrating the
60th birthday of the Triumph Bonneville.
Saturday 8 September 2018
First European Motorcycles
114 Carlyle Street, Sydenham, Christchurch
10am to 2pm
FREE ENTRY • FREE SAUSAGE SIZZLE
Tea & Coffee will be available
The Throttle Stop Cafe will be open upstairs
We want to show as many different Bonnies through the years as possible,
(stock, custom, what have you?) To display your Bonneville (or T110)
please contact: John Phone (03) 339 6430
Email: jandwkmilligan@gmail.com

We need your help with accommodation for
overseas Triumph club guests – WATOC 2019
In February 2019 we will be hosting the
WATOC Rally of the Year in Hanmer
Springs. This rally will also be combined
with our own TOMCC NZ 25th National
Rally. We already have a substantial
number of overseas bookings for this rally.
As it will be peak holiday season
we would like to help our guests with
accommodation whilst they are touring
the country. This is where you can help.
What accommodation you provide for a
night or two is entirely up to you. Even if
the only thing you can offer is a tent site,
I’m sure our guests would be happy with
whatever you are able to offer.
Our plan is that we will pass on
to our guests a list of TOMCC NZ
accommodation providers with contact

phone numbers and the area you live in.
They will then get in touch with you and
organise the accommodation to suit.
Please let me know as soon as possible
that you are willing to provide some form
of accommodation for our overseas
guests. I need deﬁnite conﬁrmation from
you.
Contact details are: Ken Spall
Phone 03 489 1740
Email spall@callsouth.net.nz
Thank you to those few of you who
have responded but given the number
of members we have up and down the
country the response to this call for help
has been poor. Please re-consider what
you can do to help.
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Triumph Times Editor: Ken Spall
Phone 03 489 -1740
Email: spall@callsouth.net.nz
7 Glasgow Street, Mosgiel,
Otago 9024, New Zealand
The deadline for the next issue of
Triumph Times is
1 September 2018
DISCLAIMER

Opinions expressed in this publication are purely
individual and not to be attributed to the Triumph
Owners Motor Cycle Club NZ Inc. as a whole. Nor
does publication imply any endorsement, either by
Triumph Owners Motor Cycle Club NZ Inc. or by its
committee.

Facebook Page
of the Triumph Owners
Motorcycle Club NZ Inc

http://www.facebook.
com/tomccnz
Emailing Triumph Times
If you would like to receive
future copies of Triumph Times
by email please let me know, my
contact details are on page 12.
Editor

),1$/&200(07
In this issue there are a number of
calls for your help and assistance
in various club activities. This is
your club, it’s the effort that you
put into it that will make things
happen. Get involved, don’t just sit
back and let someone else do the
hard yards.

